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TO THE

DIRECTOES AND SUPPORTERS

or

BIBLE AND MISSIONARY SOCIETIES,

Christian Friends,—The enterprise in which you are embarked is one of

the noblest that can engage the faculties of man. For, surely, all who believe

in the divine origin and spiritual power of Christianity itself must admit that

no higher object can be proposed to themselves, by any body of men, than

that of extending its blessed and benignant reign over the earth, associated

as they must believe its triumph to be, with all that can contribute to the

virtue, the dignity, and the happiness of our race. Having said so much, I

hardly need add that I feel a deep interest in your w^ork, and a warm sym-

pathy with you, amid the labours and trials in^cident to its prosecution. It

has been my happiness for many years, according to the measure of my
means and abilities, to co-operate in the promotion of your objects, and I am
very willing still, to contribute my small quota of influence and ability, as

opportunities offer, for the same purpose. But it is with inexpressible pain

that I have seen lately creeping into the advocacy of your great cause, a

spirit that seems to me flagrantly at variance with the spirit of the gospel,

which you are engaged in disseminating. It will hardly be denied by any

one that Christianity is a religion of love and peace ; that the power it claims

to exercise is the power of moral and spiritual influence subduing the hearts

of men into willing obedience ; that its weapons of warfare are not carnal,

but mighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds ; that its only

genuine triumphs are triumphs of mercy ; that its reliance for success is not

on the arm of flesh ; but upon the power of God ; and that the moving impulse

which in times past actuated its most illustrious champions, and lifted them

to an incomparably loftier height of heroism than any known to Greek or

Roman fame, was an infinite compassion for the sins and sorrows of mankind,



which strengthened them to encounter all peril, and endure all hardship and

suffering, if, haply, they might save some. But the spirit to which I refer

displays itself in widely different forms; in a disposition more and more

apparent to place our missionary Christianity under the protection of

British armaments ; in a readiness to condone, if not to justify, gross acts of

national unrighteousness, if only the issue might seem to favour missionary

objects ; in a tendency when obstacles and persecutions come in the way,

instead of overcoming them by "the faith and patience of the saints," which

were the only instruments employed in the better ages of the Church, to

invoke the secular arm to chastise or menace the heathen into submission ; and

in the indulgence of an eager and almost vindictive exultation over scenes of

violence and blood inflicted by our country's arms on pagan nations, because

such scenes may end in facilitating our labours. Is there a man who has

watched the tone of much that is written and spoken in these days by the

avowed advocates of Bible and Missionary Societies who can deny the truth

of this representation ? If there be, I submit to them the foUow^ing proofs

of my allegations.

In the first place, there is almost total silence maintained, where there is not

open vindication attempted, in regard to those miUtary aggressions by our

countrymen on the rights and possessions of heathen nations, which, unless

all the simplest rules of, I will not say Christian, but natural morality, are to

be eliminated out of international affairs, must be pronounced to be grossly

unjust. How comes it to pass that events like the opium quarrel with China,

the invasion of Affghanistan, the last wars with Burmah and Persia, the

annexation of Scinde, Sattara, Oude, &c., which have outraged the moral sense

of multitudes of mere men of the world, have elicited neither astonishment nor

rebuke from the Christian churches of this land ? How comes it to pass

that in reference to the more recent dispute with China on "the lorcha

Arrow^^ case, while all the leading statesmen of England,—excepting those

who from official position deemed themselves bound, as unhappily they almost

ahvays do, to vindicate the fait accompli, whatever it be,—condemned the

transaction in the most unequivocal manner, and while many of our journals

and periodicals did the same, all the so-called ''religious" papers, which are

regarded as peculiarly missionary organs, championed that war more boldly

and unscrupulously than the representatives of any party in this country ?

Would it not have been reasonable to expect that the special friends of the

gospel would have been at least quite as averse as the rest of mankind to a

policy of fire and blood, especially towards those whom they professed to

regard as the immediate objects of their Christian compassion ? Is it

natural that we should encourage the infliction of the most terrible temporal

calamity which can befall any people—ravaging their homes, slaughtering

their children, wasting their means, envenoming their spirits—upon those very



nations for whose spiritual wants and woes we claim to be cherishing the

yearning tenderness of a divine pity ? Is this natural, unless some spurious

sentiment had become mixed up with and vitiated the genuine instincts of a

simple Christian heart? And such an evil ingredient I sincerely believe

has, with most pernicious results, found admission into the minds of many

amonsf the friends of missions, under tho notion that war with heathen

nations is likely to open a w^ay for the gospel. Under the influence of this

sentiment many good men decline to entertain the question as to the justice

or injustice of our wars in the East ; or, if the injustice is too flagrant to be

winked at, quietly reconcile their consciences to it by assuring themselves

that it will probably tend to the furtherance of the gospel ; as though it were

right to assign religious apologies for immoral acts ; as though it were

honourable for Christianity to have its interests pleaded in justification of

unrighteous and sanguinary violence ; as though it were safe for our country

to pursue a course of spoliation and to shed innocent blood under cover of a

pretext, which only aggravates its guilt by adding impiety to wrong, and

prostituting sacred names into the accomplices of its own ambition.

Corresponding w^ith this is a style of advocacy on Bible and Missionary

platforms, which really might make one sometimes imagine that we had been

suddenly transported back to the 11th century, and w^ere listening to one of

Peter the Hermit's haranojues in favour of a crusade aojainst the infidels. So

common and so offensive has this tone of remark become, that there are to my
certain knowledge persons who feel a deep interest in your objects who are

obliged to absent themselves from your meetings. Among the friends of peace

there are many who are also earnest friends of missions and Bibles. But

believing as these do that Christianity and war are, in their sources, in their

principles, in tlieir spirit, and in their tendency, as opposite as light to

darkness, any attempt to mix blood and bible, gospel and gunpowder, is

inexpressibly revolting to tliem. But this is now so constantly done, that

they can rarely be present at Missionary and Bible celebrations without

having their feelings outraged by much that is implied, if indeed their

views are not directly assailed or sneered at, by some of the speakers.

Thus, during the two wars with China which have followed each other

within three years, there has been scarcely a meeting held^ for aiding in the

diffusion of the gospel in wliicli references are not made to the Chinese,

which breathe forth threatening and slaughter against them. Sometimes

allusions are made to the bombardment of Canton, and the horrible destruction

of life and property it occasioned, in a strain of hard, flippant, insolent exul-

tation, which is as wide as the poles asunder from the compassionate love

which the gospel teaches us to cherish, even for our enemies. We are told

that when British men-of-war poured red-hot shot into the crowded streets

of a largo commercial city, the Chinese were '^served right;" that it is



hoped they *' would now be brought to their senses;" that they must be

taught " not to trifle with British power," ^^ to tremble at the British name,"

and so on, in a spirit where a spurious patriotism seems for a time to have

utterly extinguished all Christian and even all humane feeling.^ At this very

time Missionary and Bible platforms are employed as means for addressing

inflammatory appeals to the warlike passions of the people, and for hounding

on the Government to further expeditions of blood and slaughter against the

Chinese. Thus at a recent meeting in the West of England one gentleman,

who is held in high and well-merited esteem for the great services he has

rendered to the cause of missions, " hoped that these treacherous people would

be dealt with in such a manner as would teach them that perfidy was a great

vice," &c. ; that is, of course, when put in plain language, that English and

French cannon and bayonets would be sent forth to scatter havoc and horror

among the unfortunate Chinese, men, women, and children^ because their

government objected to a professed ambassador of peace forcing his way into

their capital, with a large and threatening war armament. Another reve-

rend gentleman followed in a strain still more martial and dictatorial.

^' England," said he, '' must teach the Chinese that she would have no more

of it. If they had not nerve enough, courage enough, and humanity enough

to do that, they had better withdraw from China altogether." He then

went on " to assert the right of civilized man to limit the territories of bar-

barians. Barbarism had no right to hold its hordes in ignorance and darkness.

England had a right to say, China shall be opened. Something decided

must be done, and China must be opened to our Christianity and com-

merce." Now, Christian friends, I venture to say, with the utmost confi-

dence, that all this is not in the spirit of Christ, not in the spirit of Him
who wept over the impending woes of Jerusalem ; who, in his extremest agony

prayed for his bitterest enemies, '^ Father forgive them, for they know not

what they do ;" who, when his disciples, in the same temper that is betrayed

by these modern disciples, called for fire from heaven to destroy those who
refused to receive their Master, rebuked them in accents of greater severity

than ever before or after fell from those gracious lips,—" Ye know not what

spirit ye are of ; for the Son of Man is come not to destroy men's lives, but to

save them."

What renders this style of remark on the part of the friends of missions

more utterly unjustifiable, as regards the Chinese, is the fact that they know
better than most men, from the communications of their own agents, the

immense and unexpiated wrongs which our countrymen have inflicted and

* *' By pouring shell into Canton the Chinese were brought to their senses ; our guns

had cleared the way, under the good providence of God, for our admission into the corrupt city ;

and in due course we would build our churches within its walls, and plant in the midst of

them^ the standard of the cxo^h:'—Speech at a Missionary Meeiimj in 1857.



are inflicting upon the Chinese government and people. They know that

the aspects under which Europeans, and especially Englishmen, are best

known to the inhabitants of that empire are not such as to make it any

matter of wonder that they should be chary of encouraging further inter-

course with them.

For in what characters do these Western foreigners, excepting the Mis-

sionaries, present themselves before the Chinese ? Is it not as eager and utterly

unscrupulous traders, whose greed of gain is not restrained by any sense of

honour or justice,*^ nor qualified by one sentiment of kindness or respect for the

people witli whom they trade ? Is it not as opium smugglers on the largest

scale, who, in defiance of law, morals and humanity, have insisted on deluging

the country with a seductive and poisonous drug which is carrying demorali-

zation, disease and death, among myriads of the unfortunate people ? Is it

not in some instances as kidnappers of coolies,t and patrons of pirates ?t Is

it not in others as buccaneering adventurers, ^' vile and reckless men," as

Lord Elgin said in addressing your own missionaries at Shanghae, " who,

protected by the privileges [of treaty stipulations] and still more by the terror

* Mr, Consul Alcock, in his most able and honest "memorandum" in the Elgin Blue Book,

says :
—" That no sooner was the treaty of Nankin signed than foreign merchants, in direct

Custom-house relations with Chinese authorities, all more or less venal and corrupt, launched

into a wholesale system of smuggling and fraudulent devices for the evasion of duties. Chinese

laws and treaty stipulations were alike disregarded," &c. He adds, "that the Chinese

government has learnt from the results of that treaty that no conscientious payment of duties or

respect for treaty stipulations can be looked for at the hands of foreign merchants, if the Chinese

themselves cannot find the means of making evasion impossible."

—

Elgm Blue Boole, p. 6Q.

t
** In China," says the London Missionary Magazine, "the notorious process of o^mm-

smuggling, practised mainly by Englishmen, has done more than any other vice to spread

poverty, imbecility and death, among the infatuated people ; and, more recently, to this grievous

crime has been added the monstrous evil of kidnajoping or man-steali7ig . This cruelty is not

restricted to any particular class of foreigners, but Frenchmen, Germans, Americans, and, we

deeply regret to add, Englishmen, have all been guilty, under the pretence of emigration, of

carrying away multitudes of Chinamen from their native land to distant and unknown shores.

The ordinary inducements offered to these unhappy victims are—a short term of service,

ample remuneration, and a safe return to their native country ; but, in the great majority of

cases, these bright prospects terminate in utter delusion, and ultimate despair and death. More

recently it appears that many acts of direct man-stealing have been perpetrated on the Chinese

coast."

X The Times' correspondent at Hong-Kong, under date of May 17, 1859, says :
—^'Hong-

Kong is to China a great smuggling emporium. It offers some little premium of facilities to

pirates also, and to those engaged in that trade and taking up their residence the protection

and security their own land cannot afford." He adds, that no Colonial Secretary of State or

Governor " would dare face the outcry and clamour" that would be raised at any attempt to

suppress these practices ; and, if he did, it would only drive them to Macao. "' Maeao toould

simply become what Hong-Kong is noiv, and the contrahand trade with Chinay piracy, and

Coolie kidnapping would, each and all, only take new ^proportions and greater developments

"iDider the most perfect impunity that a willing government could extend''
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which British prowess has inspired, are now infesting the coasts of China"

—

who " perpetrate the worst crimes with impunity, bring discredit on the

Christian name, inspire hatred of the foreigner where no such hatred

exists," &c. ? *

All this your agents and advocates have a better opportunity of knowing

than almost any class of the community. And would it not be natural

to expect, that having felt their hearts stirred with Christian charity on

behalf of the poor benighted Chinese, they would be disposed—as Las Casas

did, as David Brainerd did, as Dr. Philip did, as Knibb and Burchell did

—

when that most truculent of all earthly things, " the might of civilization

without its mercy," is brought to bear upon them, to succour and befriend

in a temporal sense those who are the objects of their spiritual compassion,

and who—as against our countrymen in the East, restrained by no public

opinion, insolent from a sense of the terrible power at their bade, abetted by

powerful commercial interests and an utterly unscrupulous press at home

—

may be justly described as ^Hhose that have no helpers," unless you help

them? And yet so far is it otherwise, that when any difference arises

between our officials and theirs, your agents and organs too often fling them-

selves into violent hostility to the latter, exaggerate their errors, suppress

their provocations, brand them as barbarians, and incite the government to

inflict bloody and summary yengeance upon them, while observing profound

silence as to the infinite wrongs they suffer from us, and which abundantly

account for their repugnance to admit a closer acquaintance with Europeans.

In the passage I have quoted above, where w^e are told in so lordly a tone

that " England will have no more of it," does the speaker mean that England

w^ill have no more of fraudulent traffic on the part of her own merchants, no

more poisoning the Chinese with opium in order to replenish the Indian

exchequer, no more selling of British flags for the protection of pirates, no

more extending the privileges of treaty stipulations to " vile and reckless men

who are infesting the coasts of China, and perpetrating the worst crimes

with impunity ? " Are these the things of which " England will have no

more V Not at all.

What England is to have no more of, is any attempt on the part of thp

Chinese to execute their own police laws against pirates^f and to protect

their capital against the insolent intrusion of foreigners.

There is a further proof, as it appears to me, of the extent to which the

unevangelical temper I complain of is obtaining vogue among you, in the

* Elgin Bine Book, p. 253.

t " If gross abuse of foreign flags and the immunities they gave by treaty had not been habitual

and matter of notoriety, especially in the class of lorcTia vessels—s'^iiggUrs and pirates all—
the particular ground of quarrel in which the Arrow difficulty began would, in all probar

bility, xiQyQx\\^YQ ^xh^n^'-^Consul Alcoch in Elgin Bh'.e BooJc,
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fact that formal theories are being elaborated for yon, to reconcile you to the

indulgence of these feelings, against wliich, otherwise, the instincts of a

Christian conscience might, perchance, be disposed to rebel. Ex post facto

theories, expressly manufactured to fit and justify facts or events in which our

own passions and interests are involved, ought always to be received with

suspicion. This is the process which human injustice always takes, first to

commit a series of wrongs, and then to invent some imposing formula or

general proposition which may cover and vindicate the wrong. Thus the

Americans find it convenient to enslave and oppress the African race and their

descendants, and fortliv/Ith doctors of divinity are found to furnish them with

a fine theory, half philosophical and half scriptural, about the descendants of

Ham, to prove to them that they are quite riglit. European nations have

contrived, by fire and sword and disease, to degrade, and in some instances to

destroy, the aboriginal races whose countries they have invaded ; and imme-

diately we have a theory to explain and vindicate their iniquities, namely,

that it is " the destiny" of the coloured races to perish at the approach of

civilization. And in like manner a theory has been devised for you, that you

may, without compunction, indulge contempt towards the Chinese, and abet

all aggressive violence inflicted upon {hem. You are first to assume that the

Chinese are ^^ barbarians ;" secondly, you are to assume that the Europeans

who haunt the Chinese waters are " civilized men ;'' and thirdly, you are to

assume that "civilized man" has "a right to limit the territories of bar-

barians." Nothing can be more beautiful and complete ; and I defy our

countrymen, in China or elsewhere, to commit any acts of encroachment and

plunder which this most convenient and comprehensive rule will not cover.

I come now to another, and, to me, bv far the most painful illustration of

the evil which I deprecate. I will yield to no man in reverence for the

missionary character, or in admiration for the devotedness and self-sacrifice

displayed by many of the excellent men whom you have sent forth into

various parts of the heathen world. But I greatly fear that the sort of

teaching on this subject which is so common at home is reacting most disas-

trously upon some of them abroad. They are adopting the same style of

talk, and, in some instances, it is to be feared, suiting the action to the word.

The style of some correspondence I have seen is too faithful an echo of the

missionary platform in England. " Nothing but the strong arm of power,"

says one, " can soon open up the field for the entrance of the Gospel."

In one of the official documents published in the " Elgin Blue Book," it is

expressly stated that when the Chinese rebels were in possession of Shanghae,

" a missionary ivas seen from the imperial lines during an attack, to he on tlie

city walls encouraging tlie insurgents^^^ And what, I fear, renders this

* Elgi^i Blue Book, p. m.
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charge probable, is the sort of talk which Mr, VVingrove Cooke states he

heard among the Missionaries in China. No one can accuse this gentleman

of being troubled with an overscrupulous political morality, but even he was

scandalized at the language held by these messengers of peace.

" Amid the outpourings," says he, " of blood, in famine and pestilence, in the

wreck of all the physical good which antiquity has wrought, our missionaries

think they see a safe hope for the religion of the Bible. We must not expect

from men whose zeal sends them forth among the heathen a sober and chastened

faith ; but with all allowance for their strongly militant position it is hard to

understand how so faint and indefinite a hope can blind their eyes and deafen

their ears to the material woes which this rebellion has produced. Yet we have

men who have gone among them in the same spirit as Samuel went to Saul, and

who have produced scandal, even among their own body, by urging these ruffians

to go forth and kill I have objected to them

(the Missionaries) the material miseries the insurrection has caused ; they have

quoted against me Cousin's Defence of War, which is no other than that war is

in itself a good, and that the abridgment of longevity is not necessarily an evil.

When I reply that this is all that could be said by an infidel philosopher against

a certain article in the Decalogue, they have replied that, notwithstanding this

commandment, the Israelites were enjoined to exterminate the Canaanites. I

reply that to establish an analogy between the cases, it will be necessary to admit

Taepingwang's pretensions to direct personal intercourse with God the Father.

No missionary is prepared for this admission, and our argument closes."

To the same efiect, is the testimony of Mr. Eussell, as to what he wit-

nessed in India. I subjoin an extract from one of his letters to the Times :—
*^ What hope can there be of convincing the natives of the purity, morality,

and heavenly origin of the Christian faith as long as the Indian press is breathing

fire and sword against the people of India, and reviling the Government because

it does not permit a dragonade against the Hindoo and the Mahometan 1 There

are some here who seem to think that we, the English in India, are the bearers

of the Ark of the Covenant, and that our mission is to smite the Canaanite hip

and thigh from the morning to the setting of the sun ; to go forth and spare not

;

to hurl down every idol, and to force every Mahometan—he has no idol to over-

throw—to abjure his faith ; but Heaven has not given us power for this mission,

nor did we come into the land proclaiming ourselves the chosen people of the

Lord, who were to deprive the heathen of his inheritance."

He says, elsewhere, that these sentiments issued from the pulpit.

Now, I take leave, with the utmost respect, to submit to you whether this

strain of talk does not imply a fundamentally false conception of the work you

have to do, and of the spirit in which it ought to be dv .xO? We know it was

the avowed doctrine of Mohammed that his religion sho id be propagated by

the sword. And we know, moreover, that the Church of Eome, in the worst

periods of its history, acted on the principle of calling in the aid of the armed

soldier to coerce the infidels into proselytism. Sir Emmerson Tennent tells
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US, in his remarkable work on Ceylon, that the instructions given to the

Portuguese, when they left home to visit that country, was " to begin by

preaching, but, that failing, to proceed to the decision of the sword." But

the question is, are evangelical Protestants who profess "not so to have learnt

Christ" gradually to drift to precisely the same point? I must own that

there appears to me some danger of it, unless the Churches begin seriously to

review their own position, and the tendency of very much that is said and

done in these days in their name in connexion with this subject. For wherein

does the conduct of a Protestant minister who, on a missionary platform,

applauds the Government for carrying fire and sword among the Chinese, or

exhorts it to do so, because they exclude our missionaries from Canton or

elsewliere, differ in principle and spirit from a Jesuit priest, who delivers

over to the secular arm those who refuse to be converted ? What, let me
ask with all submission, is the idea we form of our own w^ork among the

heathen, and what is the model after which we are to shape our conduct ? Is

it to win them into cheerful and loving obedience to Christ, by the power of

truth and the influence of holy example, or to terrify or bribe them into

an hypocritical conformity to our faith, as the representatives of a nation

which can enforce its will by broadsides and bombardments? Who is our

exemplar ? Is it Paul the Apostle prosecuting his labour of love ^' in

journeyings, in perils, in weariness and painfulness, in.w^atchings and fastings,

in hunger and thirst, in cold and nakedness," but seeking success only '* by

pureness, by knowledge, by longsuffering, by kindness, by the Holy Ghost,

by love unfeigned, by the word of truth, by the power of God, by the armour

of righteousness on the righ^ hand and on the left ?" Or is it Joshua, the

captain of the Lord's hosts, going forth to scourge the heathen, to reduce

them into submission to the favoured race, or, if they refuse to submit, to

exterminate them, to hang their princes, or " hew them in pieces before the

Lord," to "raze their cities even to the foundation," to "smite with the edge

of the sword and utterly destroy" the inhabitants. It appears to me, I

confess, as if we had so accustomed ourselves to speak of our Christian work

under Judaic images, to talk of " going up to possess the land," and of

having the nations " delivered into our hands," and of " conquering the world

for Christ," and so on, that we have come, almost unconsciously, to confound

the literal and metaphorical meaning of such expressions in our own minds.

Very certain it is, that there are multitudes of Christian men who can bring

themselves to rejoice over wars against Pagan nations, as means of diffusing

the Gospel.

But is not this an utter delusion ? Is it likely that a religion of peace,

and mercy, and brotherly love, can be promoted by carnage and blood ? Is

it accordant with anything we know of human nature, from our own con-

sciousness or from the facts of history, that any people will be disposed to
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look favourably on the faith of those v/ho follow in the wake of armies that

have filled those people's lionies with liorror and desolation ? Is it probable

that a Hindo.0 or Chinaman will accept with reverence a Bible which is

dripping with the blood of his father or son, or incline to listen with grati-

tude to the voice of a man Avhose countrymen, he knows, have smitten his soul

with utter agony, and deluged his hearth with blood ?

I venture further to ask, whether all your own experience does not go to

discredit this sinister theory whicli connects the triumphs of British arms

with the propagation of the gospel ? To what portions of the modern mission-

ary field do you point with most of satisfaction as monuments of success ? Is

it not to the labours of Williams and his coadjutors in the South Seas, of

Moffat and others in the interior of Africa, to the Churcli Missionaries in

New Zealand, to the Wesleyan Missionaries in the Fiji islands, to the Baptist

Missionaries in the West Indies ? But in all these cases the devoted men

in whose labours you rejoice went forth among the savage, the barbarous,

the degraded, preceded by no British cannon to "open the way for the

gospel," and protected in the exercise of their high vocation by no British

diplomacy brandishing its menaces, and extorting privileges for them at the

edge of the sword. Do you imagine that if these men had appealed to the

Civis Bomafius sum instead of putting their trust in the living God whom
they served, their success would have been equal to what it has been ? Ask

any of the survivors, nov7, whether they believe it would have conduced to the

acceptance of their message if British men-of-war had been hovering about

the coasts they frequented, or forts bristling with guns and bayonets had been

planted over every mission station, ready to avenge any insult offered to them,

and occasionally giving the inhabitants a taste of their quality, by shelling a

native encampment, or bombarding a village, in order to " bring the people to

their senses." Would they not say, with one accord, '^ Heaven forbid ! If

you had wanted effectually to put a stop to our work, you should have done

that. If you had wanted to seal the hearts of the heathen liermetically against

Christian truth, you should have sent our armed countrymen to commit havoc

and slaughter among them in our name, or with our sanction and approval/'

In an able article v;hich appeared two or three years ago in the (Quarterly

Hemew^ on the missions of Polynesia, the writer states the following as the/

result of fifty years' missionary experience in that part of the world. After

disclaiming utterly every idea of protection by foreign force, he proceeds :

—

" But the missionary whose heart is in his work must do more than abjure

external protection, he must (still harder trial to flesh and blood) abjure also

the use of the ordinary means of self-defence. Natural instinct is at hand to

tell him that the display of a force which he never means to exert, may be of

the highest value in securing for him at the outset, the respect and attention

of the fierce race among whom lie is sent : but, passive as sucli a display may
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be, it seems to le iivfallihly injurious to Ms cause. The collisions between

natives and Europeans will almost always be found to arise from some exhi-

bition of force on the one side, exciting alarm or passion on the other. Remove
the possibility of resistance, and even the wildest savages will respect the hero

who trusts himself among them unarmed and undaunted. The Wesleyans in

the Fiji group have npw dwelt for years among the most sanguinary barbarians

on the earth, wholly defenceless, *' and as yet,'' says Mr. Lawry, *^ no injury

whatever has been committed on them." In one instance recorded by Captain

Erskine, two ladies, wives of these missionaries, went in a canoe in their

husband's absence to an adjoining island, having received information that a

party of captured native women were being slaughtered and eaten. Ten had

been already consumed at the feast,—three alone remained,—and the ladies

entered the scene of these cannibal orgies, and boldly demanded that the survi-

vors should be spared. The presiding chief, filled with wonder at their temerity,

granted the request, saying, ' Those who are dead are dead ; those w^ho are

alive shall live.' The bishop of New Zealand (we are told by Captain

Erskine) will not allow a weapon of any kind to be taken on board the little

vessel which carries him on his voyages of conversion ; and although his life

has been once or twice in danger from outbursts of unpremeditated violence

he has as yet incurred no malicious hostility."

But if missionary success has been most satisfactory just wliere there has

been no interference by force to protect the persons and facilitate the labours

of your agents, where has that success been least satisfactory ? Is it not in

India and China., precisely the countries where there has been the most constant

and conspicuous display of that arm of flesh upon which of late there has

been, as I think, so unhappy a disposition to lean ? Consider the amount of

labour and money, and the noblest devotion, that has been expended on India.

NoW' here have men of higher cliaracter or more apostolic zeal consecrated

themselves to the evangelisation of the heathen than in that country. The

names of Ziogenbalg and Schwartz, and Kienander ; of Carey, Marshman, and

Ward ; of Martyn and Thomason, and others, dead and living, will bear

comparison for varied qualifications and heroic zeal with any that are recorded

in the annals of the Missionary Church. But without at all undervaluing

the actual good they have accomplished, can it be honestly said that the

results have been at all commensurate with the immense amount of sacrifice

and toil bestow^ed upon India ? And why has their success been so limited

and equivocal, as compared with w^hat has been achieved in other fields of

labour, which might have been thought^ prima facie, much less favourable?

I have-not the smallest doubt myself that this is to be ascribed in a main

degree to the fact, that the missionaries have been the representatives of a

race, or of races, who for more than a century have pursued a ceaseless course

of conquest, which has robbed the people of their inheritance and libertie^^,
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and has deluged the plains of India with the blood of her own children. Is

this wonderful ? Is it not, on the contrary, just what we should have expected,

had we not been blinded by our overweening self-esteem as a nation ? The

fond belief with which, against all reason and experience, we so long and so

obstinately flattered ourselves that the people of India were grateful to us for

robbing them of their country, and loved our rule, has been at length sternly

and effectually dispelled. " What a dream full of unsubstantial delusion has

it been," says Mr. W. H. Russell,—^' What a placid delirium has it proved,

—

the contentment of Hindostan with our rule, and the affection of its people

for our rulers ! .... Wherever our armies march, in Central India,

in Oude, in Gorruckpore, Azimghur, Bundelcund, it is the same story : the

sympathies of the people are against us." And if this be so, is it credible

that the hatred which in their hearts they bear to us, as usurpers, should

prove propitious to our efforts to convert them to our faith ? Yet, many of

you resolutely shut your eyes to the inevitable conclusion, that the triumphs

of the English arms have hindered and not helped the gospel in India.

How, again, has it been in China ? I am as far as possible from accepting

the testimony of Sir John Bowring, who, nevertheless, many of you were dis-

posed three years ago to hail as the Joshua of the missionary enterprise in that

country. That gentleman, in reference to all your missions in China, makes

the following broad declaration :
—" That a single convert to Christianity is

to be found in the great movement which was expected to christianize a third

of the human race, nobody who has any knowledge of the matter would bo

now bold enough to assert." * I decline accepting Sir John s opinion on this

subject, as I declined accepting it as to the justice of bombarding Canton in

1856. Still, you will admit that your success in China has been painfully

small, notwithstanding the jubilant acclaim with which every fresli out-

break of hostilities has been hailed as " opening the way for the Gospel."

Strange infatuation ! that Christian men cannot see that while you may, by

the bloody outrages of war, be removing certain material obstacles, you are

erecting far more formidable moral barriers in the intense prejudice engendered

in the minds of the' people against the religion of those who invade their

country with fire and sword, batter down their homes, overwhelming their

wives and children in one '* red ruin," and inflicting upon them personally

and nationally the deepest humiliation and insult.

And what effect does all this produce upon the temper of other Eastern

nations, to whom it may be our duty to offer the Gospel? AVhy, it tends to fortify

them with suspicion and alarm against the very approach of our missionaries.

The Consul-General of the United States in Japan, writing lately to a friend

who had made inquiries as to the probability of introducing Christianity into

* The Kingdom and Promnce of Siam, by Sir John Bovvring, vol. i., p. 852.
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that country, says :
—^^ The Japanese Jiave heretofore looTced upon Christianity

as inseparably eonnected with the ideas df conquest, and the subversion

of Government I laboured earnestly to convince them that they

have nothing to fear at this time from Christianity—that it is not now

propagated at th^ point of the sword, or made a cloak for ulterior designs."

And Sir John Bowring, whose testimony on a matter of fact we may well

receive, however we may be inclined to dispute his opinions, states in his work

on Siam, that the Catholic missionaries there informed him that the present

obstacles to the conversion of the Siamese are,—" 1 st, the universality of poly-

gamy; 2nd, the education of youth in its pagodas; 3rd, the fear of the

political invasion offoreigners^ especially theBritishP^ Thus the evil fame

of our wars of aggression and conquest, which some of you rejoice over in

the interest of the missionary enterprise, goes before us everywhere to harden

men's hearts, and close their ears against us, when we propose to approach

them as messengers of the good tidings of great joy.

Bear with me. Christian Friends, if I have spoken with undue vehemence.

My mind is sad and my heart is sore at seeing the extent to which Christian

men and ministers are throwing their influence into the scale in favour of

war and violence. M. Guizot, in his great work on the History of Civilization

in Europe, commemorates ^' the immense advantage" it was to the world

during the fourth and fifth centuries, that in the Christian Church " there

was a moral power, a power which reposed solely upon convictions and

sentiments to stand up amid the deluge of material power which at this

time inundated society." It appears to me, I own, as if the modern^CJhurch

had almost abdicated this honourable function which it once fulfilled, of

withstanding and rebuking the rampant prevalence of brute force, which

now, as then, threatens to swamp all other influences. Instead of doing this,

many of us are amongthe most forward to encourage demonstrations of material

power, to evoke it, and to justify its most questionable achievements with

the consecrating benediction of the gospel.

By a gross abuse, as it appears to me, of the doctrine of Providence, which

converts faith into fatalism, when acts of violence and blood are committed by

our countrymen in distant parts of the world, the Church of Christ, instead

of holding up the mirror of God's pure law before the face of the nation, that

it may behold its sin and repent, hastens to supply it with a salve even for

the smart which natural conscience inflicts on the evil-doer, by gratuitous

assurances that the perpetrators of these acts are only fulfilling the will of

Providence. I have not the least idea as to how it is that those who under-

take to say this have discovered that it is "the will of Providence" for British

Christians to overrun heathen lands with fire and sword. That God may

* The Kingdom and Province of Smm, by Sir John Bowring, vol. i., p. 848.
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overrule military aggressions as means for the accomplishment of his designs

is true enough ; though I believe the history of Christianity proves that these

bloody conquests by Christians far more frequently retard than hasten the

coming of Christ's kingdom on the earth. But, at any rate, the same thing

may be said of every other species of crime. God has overruled treason,

murder, and sanguinary persecutions for the promotion of the Gospel. But

Christians do not, therefore, hasten to throw a cloak of religious apology over

treason, murder, and persecution.

It surely ought to startle us, Christian brethren, to find that the self-same

doctrine so often urged by us to extenuate, if not to defend, deeds of national

violence, was put forward in precisely the same form by the most monstrous

sect of religionists that ever cursed the earth with its presence, in defence of

their worst atrocities. The Thugs, amid their wholesale and systematic

murders, rested with perfect complacency on the doctrine of Providence. "A
Thug leader," we are told, "courteous and eloquent, being asked whether he

never felt compunction in slaying the innocent, replied, * Does any man feel

compunction in following his trade ; and are not all our trades assigned to

us by Providence V ^ How many people have you killed with your own

hands?'— 'None.' 'Have you not just been describing a number of

murders ?
'—

' Do you suppose / could have committed them ? Is any man
killed from man's killing ? Is it not the hand of God that kills him ; and are

ive not instruments in the hand of God?' " Here we have really the exact

phraseology familiar to our missionary platforms, in regard to the flagitious

means by which we have acquired many of our possessions in the East. The

only difference is this, that the goddess Kalee whom they served was avowedly

a bloodthirsty divinity, who delighted in human agony ; whereas " our God
is the God of salvation/' " the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Yours most respectfully,

HENRY RICHARD.
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